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1. Pre-operative testing protocol

Highlighted topics are particularly relevant for 

PRESBYOND

• History. Motivation for surgery, previous ocular 

history (including detailed history of contact lens wear, 

period of wear, type of lens, wear modality, last worn, 

comfort or visual symptoms associated with wear), family 

ocular history, detailed medical history, general health, 

medications, allergies, previous refractions, night vision 

symptoms with spectacles and/or contact lenses. Ocular 

symptoms, especially dry eye symptoms with/without 

contact lenses and pattern, photophobia.

• Ocular dominance by four methods: preferred sighting 

of a camera using a disposable camera as a prop, shooting 

simulation, view-finder hole test, and pointing.

• Pupil reactions (PERRLA and presence or not of APD).

• Ocular motility testing.

• Confrontational fields testing.

• Cover testing at distance and near, with and without 

glasses.

• Monocular and binocular distance UCVA (using the 

Vector Vision CSV 1000 log MAR chart with internally 

regulated background illumination to ensure the contrast 

is the same irrespective of the room lighting).

• Monocular and binocular near UCVA.

• Monocular and binocular intermediate UCVA.

• Lensometry of current spectacles and CDVA and  

DCNV with this refraction.

• Procyon dynamic bilateral IR pupillometry measured 

at three different light levels: dark (0.0 Lux), scotopic 

(0.04 Lux), mesopic low (0.4 Lux).

• Pentacam tomography (or tomography equivalent).

• Atlas topography.

• Cirrus OCT corneal and epithelial pachymetry. 

• Undilated WASCA aberrometry.

• Ocular Response Analyser.

• CDVA and DCNV with WASCA sphero/cyl refraction. 

• Manifest distance refraction (measured as standard  

at 6m) and CDVA and DCNV.

• Laser Blended Vision tolerance test to find optimal 

anisometropia.

• Monocular distance visual acuity with +1.50 D blur  

(for presbyopic patients).

• Mesopic contrast sensitivity testing (Vector Vision CSV 

1000).

• Slit Lamp examination.

• TBUT.

• Schirmer 1b testing.

• Goldmann tonometry.

• Cycloplegic refraction & CDVA (after instillation of 

1.0% Tropicamide).

• Dilated WASCA aberrometry (minimum pupil diameter 

6.0 mm).

• Dilated fundus examination using both head-mounted 

BIO and Superfield/78D lens.

• Night vision simulation if required.

• Night vision questionnaire (QoV validated questionnaire).

• OSDI dry eye questionnaire.

• KC Screening assessment considering objective tests  

and patient history.

• Insight Very High Frequency Digital Ultrasound  

(if required).
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2. Manifest refraction

The goal of manifest refraction in refractive surgery is to determine the optimal sphere and cylinder lenses that will 

maximise visual acuity for a particular eye. Refraction for glasses is often considered to be an art, whereas refraction for 

surgery should be considered to science. When refracting for spectacles, the artistic elements include pushing axes to 

the horizontal, minimising the cylinder used, and keeping cylinder axis between the eyes orthogonal, etc. Refraction for 

refractive surgery is quite different in that for example we attempt to maximise cylinder and determine the exact axis of 

astigmatism irrespective of verticality and orthogonality to the opposite eye.

Below are the flow charts that describe the manifest refraction protocol (Figure 1) and binocular balance protocol (Figure 2) 

that we routinely use. With this technique, we have demonstrated between observer reproducibility equivalent to within 

observer repeatability, in the order of 0.25 D.1

Monocular Manifest Refraction Protocol

START: Initial dilated aberrometry Rx Put up 20/40 line

Put up Jackson Cross

If >0.25 D change, refine axis

Remove Jackson Cross

Clear preference for power?

Find smallest line

Test 0.25 DC difference

Test 4 positions 
of axis

Put in -0.25 DC

Refine axis

Refine power

Check visual acuity

Does this blur  
them a little?

Remove the added +0.25

Can you read more letters?

No

Remove the added -0.25

Add +0.25 DSNo

No

Yes

Add -0.25 DSYes

Yes

Cyl < 0Cyl = 0

Put up smallest line

Remove the added +0.25

Add -0.25 DS

Can you read more letters?

Does this blur them a little?

Add +0.25 DSNo

Yes

Yes

END

No

Remove the  
added -0.25

Figure 1: Flow chart describing our monocular manifest refraction protocol.
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Binocular Balance Protocol

No

Add +1.50 DS lenses into both eyes* If sphere changed in one eye, remove  
+1.50 DS lens and check CDVA

Put up 20/200 line and ask how far  
down the chart the patient can read Put up smallest line

Add +0.25 D binocularlyIf can read better than 20/63 they are under- 
plussed, so add plus binoculary until blurred

*N.B. This is for a testing distance of 2.40 m using  
the CSV-1000 chart – equivalent to +1.08 D

Cover R and L eye alternately with your hand  
and ask which is better (sharpness not brightness) 

using the 20/200 line

Does this blur them a little (wait 5 secs)?

Yes

Remove the added +0.25

Final Binocular Rx

One eye sees better than the other

Both eyes see  
the same

Add +0,25 DS to eye seeing better

3. Dominance testing

Eye dominance is recognized as a very important factor in monovision success and is based on the hypothesis that the non-

dominant eye would be more easily suppressed for distance when vision is blurred than the dominant eye. We routinely 

evaluate the ocular dominance using four methods: the ‘hole test’, pointing, a disposable camera, and shooting a rifle.  

We also record the handedness of the patient.

 1.  The ‘hole test’ involves the patient binocularly aligning a distant object through a 1” diameter hole in a white A4 

sheet of paper, held at arm’s length in landscape format with each hand holding either end. The eyes are alternately 

covered while looking through the hole. The eye with which the object appears most centered through the hole is 

deemed to be the dominant eye.

 2.  Pointing involves the patient pointing at a spot light source 6 meters from the patient so that their finger and the light 

source are visually aligned. Each eye is then occluded and the eye with the least separation between their finger and 

the spot is deemed to be the dominant eye.

 3.  A disposable camera is given to the patient and they are asked to pretend to take a photograph. The eye used to align 

the camera is deemed to be the dominant eye.

 4.  The patient is asked to pretend to shoot a rifle and the eye the patient keeps open to sight the rifle is deemed to be 

the dominant eye.

Figure 2: Flow chart describing our binocular balance protocol.
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4. Laser Blended Vision tolerance assessment
The standard micro-monovision protocol would correct the dominant eye to plano and the non-dominant eye to -1.50 D 

irrespective of age. Patients should be tested for tolerance with these refractions, with tolerance evaluated as the amount  

of cross-blurring reported by the patient during simulation of the intended postoperative refraction using a phoropter. 

Cross-blurring is a term used to describe a lack or reduction of interocular blur suppression.

After first completing a full manifest refraction in both eyes, the micro-monovision assessment is performed as outlined below

 1.  The examiner stands in front of the patient to block his/her view of the visual acuity chart while concurrently setting 

the ‘R’ (retinoscopy +1.50 D) lens into the non-dominant eye.

 2.  The examiner then moves to the side of the patient allowing him/her to once again view the chart.

 3.  After a few seconds, the examiner asks the patient “how does that look?”

 4.  If the patient responds that everything looks fine, the examiner then asks “nothing strange?” and “no ghosting?”

 5.  The examiner asks the patient to read the smallest letters he/she can see at distance.

 6.  Next, the near chart is brought in front of the patient at 40 cm and the patient is asked to read the smallest print that 

is comfortable to read.

 7.  The examiner uncovers the distance chart again and asks the patient to read the smallest print he/she can. When 

removing the near chart, this should be done slowly and in such a way to uncover the distance eye first to allow the 

brain a chance to adapt.

 8.  At this point, the examiner covers the dominant eye while saying to the patient “were you at all aware of the fact that 

[examiner covers the dominant eye] this eye [the non-dominant eye] was very blurred at distance?”

 9.  If the patient states that he/she was completely unaware of this, the patient is deemed to be tolerant of a +1.50 D ‘add’. 

Patients with mild to moderate cross-blurring report that their vision is blurred or “odd” with the +1.50 D simulation.

 10.  Record in the patient’s chart the degree of cross-blur (grading: none, min, trace, mild, moderate) and binocular 

distance and near visual acuity (Figure 3).

 11.  The micro-monovision assessment should then be repeated and recorded with the addition in the dominant eye.  

This can be done very simply by switching the phoropter setting to ‘R’ for the dominant eye and back to normal for 

the non-dominant eye. Ask if it is “better / more comfortable” and not “sharper”. Better is where the patient feels 

that there is “less in the way”. The aim is to assess cross blur, not blur.

Most patients have a clear preference for dominance and this is usually mirrored in their preference of having the myopia 

in the non-dominant eye. However, there are some patients who prefer the micro-monovision to be reversed so that the 

myopia is in the dominant eye. By performing the test both ways means that these patients will be always be identified. In 

such cases, preference for the ‘add’ in the dominant eye should be specifically recorded in the medical record and should be 

double checked as part of the treatment planning process. But, if a patient prefers the ‘add’ in their dominant eye, this may 

  Figure 3: Table recording the tolerance tests that have been performed indicating the refraction used 
for each eye. The cross-blur experienced is graded and the binocular distance and near visual acuity are 
recorded, as well as the monocular near vision. The patient’s preferred set-up is indicated by the check-
box “Pref”. In this example, min cross-blur was achieved with the anisometropia in the non-dominant 
eye, and mild cross-blur when reversed. Therefore, the patient preferred the standard set-up.
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be because they are under-plussed in their dominant eye, so the manifest refraction should be double checked in this case 

(go to step 14).

Another rare case is where the vision in the dominant eye has poorer visual acuity than the non-dominant eye. Such patients 

may say that the distance vision is better with the eyes reversed, but this does not mean that the tolerance will be better. It 

is vital in these cases to check all simulations e.g. -1.50 D non-dominant eye then dominant eye as usual, continue to reduce 

the ‘add’ in the non-dominant eye to show all scenarios to full distance correction. Careful counselling is needed as the 

patient will require glasses for some tasks.

There are also some patients with little or even no clear dominance. In these patients, their preference for which eye to be 

myopic must be assessed by careful comparison between the two options. In these patients, it is vital that the correct wording 

is used when comparing which eye has the ‘add’ – as above, ask if it is “better” / “more comfortable” and not “sharper”.

 12.  The assessment is complete if the patient reported no or minimal cross-blur, could achieve sufficient near vision, and 

had confirmed a preference for which eye to be for near vision. If not, continue with the next steps. The exception is 

emmetropic presbyopic patients, in which case go to step 16.

 13.  If the patient reported cross-blur (in step 9) with a +1.50 D ‘add’, the micro-monovision assessment can be iterated 

by reducing the ‘add’ in the non-dominant eye in 0.25 D increments down to +0.75 D, or stop when they report 

minimal or no cross-blurring. Record in the patient’s chart the degree of cross-blur and binocular distance and near 

visual acuity recorded for each iteration (Figure 4). If a comfortable ‘add’ is found, then the assessment is complete. 

However, if resolving the cross-blur resulted in reducing near vision, the likelihood of imperfect near vision due to 

the reduced ‘add’ needs to explained and discussed with the patient.

 14.  If the patient continues to report cross-blur even with a +0.75 D ‘add’, the manifest refraction should be double 

checked, pushing plus as much as possible. This can be done initially for the distance eye by adding +0.25 D to 

see if this resolves the cross blur with the ‘R’ lens still in place in the near eye (0.25 D is often enough to make the 

difference). For example, it is quite common for hyperopic patients to have been slightly underplussed. If a change  

in the refraction is found, the tolerance assessment should be repeated from the start using a +1.50 D ‘add’.

 15.  If there is no change to the refraction, the tolerance assessment can be repeated from the start (i.e. starting with a 

+1.50 ‘add’) using trial frames, to simulate a more realistic environment than a phoropter and allowing the patient  

to move around and look at all distances rather than being restricted by the phoropter. If the patient is found to 

have no or minimal cross-blur, then the assessment is complete.

  Figure 4: Table recording the tolerance tests that have been performed indicating the refraction used for each 
eye. The cross-blur experienced is graded and the binocular distance and near visual acuity are recorded, as well 
as the monocular near vision. The patient’s preferred set-up is indicated by the check-box “Pref”. In this example, 
the anisometropia had to be titrated down to 0.75 D to achieve min cross-blur.
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  16.  For emmetropic presbyopic patients, it is always worth doing a trial lens simulation so that the patient can experience 

how their distance vision will be affected, given that they have excellent distance vision before surgery. Wearing the 

trial frames, ask the patient to look out of the window (or take the patient into the corridor if there is no window!). 

For emmetropic patients, it is crucial to make sure that all the plus has been found as even a +0.50/-0.25 refraction 

may cause cross blur after surgery.

 17.  If the patient did not achieve sufficient near vision with a +1.50 D ‘add’, but also reported no or minimum cross-

blur, the anisometropia can be increased to +1.75 D or +2.00 D until the desired level of near vision is achieved. This 

would usually only be required for older patients with advanced presbyopia. Again, the degree of cross-blur and 

binocular distance and near visual acuity should be recorded in the patient’s chart.

Blended Vision Tolerance Assessment

Block patient`s view of chart

Put up ‘R’ lens in non-dominant eye

Reveal the distance chart

Show the patient the near vision card

What are the smallest print you can read?

No*

* If patient cannot tolerate +0.75 D ‘add’, a final 
attempt with +0.50 D ‘add’ can be made

** If the ‘add’ has been reduced due to cross-blur, 
the patient may not be able to read N5

How does that look? Nothing strange? No ghosting? 
What are the smallest letters you can see?

Remove the near card slowly to reveal the  
distance chart, uncover the dominant eye first

Were you at all aware of the fact that (cover  
dominant eye) this eye (non-dominant eye)  

was very blurred at distance?

Remove the ‘R’ lens from the non-dominant eye 
and put up the ‘R’ lens in the dominant eye and 

repeat to test preference

Reset the ‘R’ lenses to the 
original position and record the 
distance and near visual acuities

END

Perform a trial frame simu-
lation for distance vision

Patient is emmetropic?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Can the patient read N5?**

Current ‘add’ is +0.75 D*

Decrease the ‘add’ by 0.25 D

Check the manifest refraction

Repeat test with trial frames

Increase the ‘add’ by 0.25 D

Figure 5: Flow chart describing the tolerance assessment for Laser Blended Vision. 
Refer to the text for a full explanation of the steps.
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This analysis revealed some interesting trends. Firstly, it is clear that the age of the patient influences tolerance to aniso-

metropia, with virtually all patients over 50 able to tolerate at least a near eye target of -1.25 D. Secondly, almost all of the 

patients in which the near eye target was below -1.25 D were myopic. This is most likely because hyperopic and emmetropic 

patients tend to be those where presbyopia is advanced enough to be affecting their near vision, and have therefore been 

self-selected to inquire about surgery. On the other hand, myopic patients have an interest in surgery to correct their 

distance vision, independently of presbyopia. Therefore, myopic patients in their 40s presenting for surgery may only have 

very mild presbyopia, whereas hyperopic and emmetropic patients in the same age group are likely to have more advanced 

presbyopia. This is also demonstrated by the difference in average age in the populations; there are few hyperopic and 

emmetropic patients younger than 50, compared with a majority of myopic patients. The conclusion that we can draw  

from this is that tolerance to anisometropia increases as patients become more presbyopic; the brain is tuned to using 

5. What Myopic Target to Expect

While a +1.50 D ‘add’ will suit the majority of patients, optimal results will be achieved by titrating this to find the best 

setup for the patient. An analysis of our population2, 3, 4, 5 demonstrates some interesting patterns and helps to prepare  

for what we might expect for a particular patient. Figure 6 below shows the myopic target that was used for the near  

eye plotted against the age, and grouped by refractive error (myopia, hyperopia, and emmetropia).

• Virtually all patients >50 can tolerate anisometropia  

of -1.25 D

• Mini-blend still an option for patients in early 40s  

with greater accommodation than normal

• Can find that non-tolerant patients actually do  

tolerate more anisometropia, e.g. if off-target

(n=136)

(n=148)

(n=111)

Figure 6: Graphs showing the intended near eye target spherical equivalent 
refraction (SE) plotted against age for the myopic, hyperopic, and 
emmetropic populations. The red lines visually highlight age above and 
below 50 years, and more or less target myopia than -1.25 D.
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accommodation for near vision and so is uncomfortable when this is upset. However, once a patient is presbyopic, then the 

factor of significant accommodation has been removed, so the brain is more open to compromise to find another solution. 

The patient is also more motivated to compromise as they have experienced the pain of losing their near vision.

The majority of patients tolerate and require at least 0.75 D of anisometropia, however, there are a few patients who will 

not tolerate even 0.75 D. In these cases, they could be assessed using 0.50 D or even 0.25 D anisometropia (example shown 

in Figure 7). In cases of low tolerance on preoperative screening, it is worth starting the patient with a “mini-blend” in the 

near eye such as -0.50 D, which allows the brain to begin the adaptation processes. After 6 months to a year, these patients 

will often tolerate a larger blend on screening and can then be retreated to give them better near vision if they want it. These 

patients will also probably have become more presbyopic and hence more tolerant to anisometropia, as described above.

If the patient is particularly concerned about near vision, but will not tolerate a large enough anisometropia, another option 

 to try is to set the dominant eye to -0.25 D or even -0.50 D so that the non-dominant eye can be set to -1.00 D or -1.25 D 

(retaining a 0.75 D anisometropia). This is a very rare situation. In these patients, it is important that there will be a compromise 

on the distance vision in order to achieve the desired level of near vision.

6. Laser Blended Vision explanation and patient counselling

On completion of the micro-monovision tolerance assessment, the next step is to ensure that the patient completely 

understands the treatment, how it works, whether it matches their visual expectations, and what to expect in the postop 

period. Postoperative management of the patient starts now – the more that you can prepare the patient about what to 

expect, the easier it will be to manage the patient through the healing and adaptation process.

The first point is to make sure the patient knows to expect that the vision will be different in each eye; that one eye will 

be clear at distance and intermediate, and the other one will be clear at intermediate and near. N.B. The vision in the near 

eye can be simulated in the phoropter: a +1.00 D lens is the most accurate indicator of distance blur in the reading eye 

and a +1.50 D lens is the most accurate simulation of near clarity. Secondly, it is vital that you have asked the patient what 

they expect from the surgery. This opportunity should be used to realign patients with unrealistic expectations – or even to 

suggest that a patient might not be a suitable candidate for surgery.

Thirdly, the patient must understand what to expect their vision to be like during the postoperative healing and adaptation 

periods. We explain this by referring to the “three stages of recovery” where stage 1 is the immediate postoperative healing and 

Figure 7:  Table recording the tolerance tests that have been performed indicating the refraction used for each 
eye. The cross-blur experienced is graded and the binocular distance and near visual acuity are recorded, as well 
as the monocular near vision. The patient’s preferred set-up is indicated by the check-box “Pref”. In this example, 
the min cross-blur could only be achieved with a target of -0.50 D in the non-dominant eye.
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The discussion of the postoperative course in terms of refractive changes and fluctuation can also be adjusted according  

to the patient’s preoperative refraction, due to the expected initial overcorrection and subsequent regression in the first  

3–4 months.

• In myopic patients, a slight overcorrection will mean that the near eye may not be myopic enough to provide good near 

vision, but this would be expected to improve over time as the refraction settles to the target. A slight overcorrection in 

the distance eye results in a small hyperopic refraction, but this is usually not enough to affect the distance vision.

• In hyperopic patients, a slight overcorrection will mean that the distance eye would be slightly myopic and hence the 

distance vision might be blurred, but this would be expected to improve over time as the refraction settles to the target.  

A slight overcorrection in the near eye means that hyperopic patients are expected to have excellent near vision initially, 

but this may get worse over time as the refraction settles to the target.

• In emmetropic patients, a hyperopic correction is used for the near eye, so this acts the same as for hyperopic patients 

and the near vision is expected to be excellent initially before settling to the final result. Distance vision is likely to be 

blurred during the initial recovery period if the distance eye has a slight myopic refraction, this is emphasised even more 

by the anisometropia and the patient previously having very good distance vision. It is not uncommon for them to feel like 

they have traded distance vision for near vision in the early post op period. 

The degree to which this happens is correlated to the magnitude of the correction, as there is more regression (epithelial 

remodelling) for higher corrections. Therefore, this might be emphasised more for patients with higher ametropia.

overnight, stage 2 is the first few weeks where the healing processes may cause the vision to be blurry and unstable, followed by 

the adaptation period as stage 3. During the healing phase, visual fluctuations may mean that the patient will see well at near and 

badly at distance one day and then badly at near and well at distance the next. During this time, the refraction of either eye might 

be off from the intended target, meaning that the anisometropia is too large or that the eyes are not focused at the intended 

distances. This may delay the adaptation period as the brain will not be receiving the correct images for processing. This process 

is described in our Surgical Information Package, discussed by the optometrist in detail during the preoperative consultation, 

and then reinforced by the surgeon during the informed consent appointment, as well as at the day one postoperative visit.

Finally, it is important for the patient to expect to need to wear glasses for some tasks such as reading small print, especially 

in dim lighting, or for driving at night. The patient should also know to expect to be prescribed temporary glasses if 

required during the initial phase if the refraction has not yet settled to the target.

Figure 8 summarises the three stages of recovery of recovery and the main points associated with each followed by an 

extract from our Surgical Information Package that is given to the patient to read before surgery.

Myopia Hyperopia / Emmetropia

Distance vision
Expected to be good  

and remain good

May be slightly blurry due to initial  
overcorrection, but expected to  

improve over time

Near vision
May be slightly blurry due to initial  

overcorrection, but expected to  
improve over time

Expected to be excellent initially,  
but may reduce over time
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Expectations: Three Stages of Recovery

1. Immediate & day one

(swelling, healing response)

2. First few weeks

(swelling, healing, adaptation)

3. Three/four months

(adaptation)

• Slight discomfort

• Dry eye sensation

• Night vision halos

• Slight blurring

• Visual fluctuations

• Visual fluctuations

- Morning to evening

- Day to day

• NV good/DV bad

• DV good/NV bad

• Always use both eyes

• Don’t ‘test’ each eye

• Prescribe temporary glasses  

if necessary

• Remain aware of adaptation process

• Often happens ‘overnight’

• Retreatment if required

The three stages of recovery
Remember: your follow-up care is as important as the actual procedure. We divide the recovery process after laser eye 

surgery into three stages: Stage 1 is the main healing stage of the flap in LASIK and the tunnel incision in Keyhole LASIK 

(ReLEx™ SMILE) – both of which take place generally in a few hours, or the 4–5 days it takes for the epithelium to heal over 

in PRK. Stage 2 is the first three to four weeks after the procedure, during which time the main side effects are slight visual 

fluctuations from hour to hour and day to day and the sensation of dry eye as a result of the healing response and tissue 

swelling. Stage 3 is complete when the dry eye sensation has recovered and, in the case of Laser Blended Vision patients, 

the brain has adapted to blending the vision from each eye.

Stage 1 of recovery

Early recovery for LASIK and Keyhole LASIK (ReLEx™ SMILE) is surprisingly fast – usually within a few hours. A proportion 

of patients experience some discomfort, tearing, light sensitivity or irritation for the first few hours after laser eye surgery. 

You will be given drops to help with this temporary discomfort and will be told to rest with your eyes closed for a few hours 

after you´ve left the Clinic. Most irritation will be gone within a matter of hours as the flap or keyhole tunnel usually seals 

into position inside a few hours, and most patients can go back to normal everyday activity just 24 hours after surgery.

Early recovery for PRK is longer of course, because we have actually removed some of the surface epithelium. We will give 

you all the medication required to ensure minimal to no discomfort during your recovery. Once the initial surface healing is 

complete (usually within five days), we´ ll remove the bandage contact lens that would have been placed there at the end 

Figure 8: Summary of the three stages of recovery.
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If you have had LASIK or Keyhole LASIK you will normally be seen about 3–4 weeks after the day 1 postoperative visit. If 

you have had PRK, then you will be seen every day or two until the surface epithelium has healed over, after which you 

will be seen 3–4 weeks later.

Most postoperative appointments take up to 30 minutes. The three-month appointment takes about 45 minutes, and the 

12-month appointment about 75 minutes. These help us evaluate the visual outcome and healing process, and check for 

optical quality parameters.

of the procedure. Your vision will gradually improve over the ensuing week or two, and usually stabilises between four and 

eight weeks after surgery. Your surgeon will prescribe eye drops to use during this period.

Stage 2 of recovery

This stage generally lasts a few weeks during the first month, although you are functioning and back to work, there are 

a number of healing changes still occuring in the cornea. There is swelling, changes in the tear film, healing shifts in the 

prescription and your brain adapting to the new vision – all at once. Your vision is likely to fluctuate up and down for the 

first few weeks, morning to afternoon or day to day, and you should expect to see halos around lights at night. These 

effects vary from individual to individual. The final outcome relates to the way your body is programmed to settle, so  

don´t worry about the fluctuations – they are normal.

The best thing that you can do to reduce the fluctuations is to lubricate with the artificial tears that you will be provided 

with at your day 1 postoperative visit. Generally speaking, this should be 4–6 times a day for the first few weeks, but there 

is no harm in using them more – you can´t overdo it.

Stage 3 of recovery

Stage 3 begins once the main fluctuations of the first few weeks are no longer occurring. This is the longer phase of the 

recovery, during which the dry eye sensation and the Laser Blended Vision components recover completely.

The dry eye sensation is due to a number of factors, and we are experts in managing this part of your recovery. Factors that 

contribute to this side effect include changes in the quantity and quality of each of the three components of the tear film, 

as well as the recovery of the sensory nerve system of the cornea which is temporarily affected by the surgery itself. We will 

analyse and monitor the quality of your tear film and prescribe the necessary regimes to optimise your recovery as an individual.

Laser Blended Vision “blending” is the process by which your brain learns to see from near through to distance while 

combining the information from each eye. This process, as described above, can take from a few weeks to a year, but 

the average is 4 months. The biggest factor affecting the adaptation period is the patient´s starting point; patients who 

start with blurred distance vision (short-sighted or long-sighted presbyopes) adapt the quickest; patients who present with 

already good unaided distance vision but blurred near vision (plano-presbyopes) take the longest. For the vast majority of 

patients, cross-blur is a temporary state and resolves completely long-term. For the few who are troubled enough by it in 

the short-term, a temporary pair of spectacles is sometimes prescribed to help them through their adaptation period to 

keep their vision as comfortable as possible; for the others, most manage to easily tolerate the mild discomfort of cross-

blur without the need for spectacles. A useful trick to help the adaption process is to avoid shutting one eye to ‘ fool’ 

the brain into accepting the Blended Vision as normal more quickly. A proactive psychological trick is for all patients to 

adjust their expectations of the recovery process from the start – the recovery should be viewed as a process involving 

months of healing and adaptation which will in time resolve producing clear vision at all distances. Very occasionally we 
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find patients who do not adapt fully to Blended Vision – that is, they experience long-term cross-blur. If the cross-blur is 

visually significant enough, these patients wear simple single vision spectacles at the theatre, for example. Of course, the 

difference between the eyes can be reversed and adjusted by a simple enhancement procedure and adjusted in those very 

rare cases where the patient prefers this.

In the Surgical Information Package, we also include a section at the end summarising and reinforcing the major points to 

remember. For Laser Blended Vision, these include:

• The aim of Laser Blended Vision surgery is to maximise independence from glasses with the least compromise to visual 

quality, but you may still need to use glasses in some situations such as reading very small print, or in dim lighting 

conditions such as driving at night, the theatre, etc.

• Physical adaptation phase. The healing of the cornea needs to take place first, before expecting the brain adaptation 

phase to be completed.

• Neural adaptation phase. The neurological adaptation process that takes place after Laser Blended Vision on average 

takes 6 months. This means that some will take longer and some will be quicker. During this adaptation time, you may 

experience that your distance vision or near vision is ‘not quite right’ because of confusion of the images between 

the two eyes. The good news is that this confusion is instantly reversed by a simple pair of spectacles, which we can 

prescribe to help with visual comfort. You do not have to worry about the use of these ‘balancing spectacles’ affecting 

your recovery and neural adaptation. We will guide you through this process if you happen to be in the group of people 

that need temporary spectacles.

• The eyes are different. Remember that one eye will be focused more for distance vision and the other eye more for near 

vision, so it is intended that one eye will appear blurry at particular distances. Try to avoid comparing the eyes and use 

both eyes at all times to allow the adaptation process to occur. Our published outcomes show that 97% of patients are 

fully adapted by 1 year.

The patient should also fully understand the possibility of needing an enhancement and that this is routine and expected 

for some patients due to the variability in healing between patients. The discussion below is our standard protocol for 

explaining this, together with the diagram that we draw for the patient (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Diagram drawn in front of the patient 
to aid the explanation and discussion of the 
different possible refractive and visual outcomes, 
including the option of enhancements, and the 
safety in terms of loss of CDVA.
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While drawing this diagram, the explanation to the patient would be: “The overall aim of treatment is to go from here 

(EDVA line), what you currently see without glasses both distance and near, to here (CDVA line), your best corrected level 

of vision (with the blended vision simulation) distance and near. This is the intended outcome based on all our findings 

and simulations so far. However, there is a possibility that your eyes may heal slightly differently to how we expect them 

to, this means that you don’t end up quite where we planned (CDVA). The eyes may settle either slightly over the target 

or slightly under the target or if one eye is slightly over and the other is slightly under the target the vision and visual 

comfort will not be as good as anticipated. In addition to this, if you get to here (CDVA line) initially, but then slowly drift 

back to the midway line, which is known as regression (adjust for higher prescriptions, possible partial correction, etc), 

again the vision will not be as expected. However, as long as glasses alone can still correct the blurring, then there is no 

damage to the vision, and we may be able to perform an enhancement procedure to maximise your vision to the intended 

target. We do of course need to let everything settle and stabilise, during which time glasses can be used if needed and 

after repeating all the measurements, we can do a simple enhancement as long as it is safe to do so. The other scenario 

is that if you end up just short of the perfect outcome, but glasses or contact lenses cannot correct your vision, then this 

would mean that some damage has been caused to the vision by the surgery – i.e. you would have lost some of your best 

spectacle corrected vision. This equates to losing 2 lines on the vision chart (indicate on chart). The risk of losing 2 lines in 

your case is <0.1 % (adjust for higher prescriptions). It ranges from <0.1 % to <1.0 % based on the prescription. However, it 

is usually possible to correct this last bit with further surgery if necessary.”

Aside from the discussion of Laser Blended Vision, the following topics should be discussed in detail with the patient:

• Post-operative dry eye recovery

• Night glare recovery

• Alternatives to LASIK: glasses (distance vision, reading vision, bifocals, varifocals), contact lenses (distance vision, 

monovision, multifocals), clear lens exchange (monovision and multifocals)
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3 Month Post Op:

• Hx: subjective vision at distance and near, fluctuating vision or not, night vision symptoms (haloes, glare, starbursts), 

dryness symptoms, discomfort, pain, etc.

• Night vision simulator for cases of manifest night glare.

• Monocular and binocular UCVA at distance and near (near reading card in N point).

• Manifest refraction and CDVA and DCNV.

• Mesopic contrast sensitivity.

• Slit-lamp examination, (description and grading of complications such as epithelial ingrowth, haze, SPK, tear film 

assessment, microfolds, oedema etc.).

• Atlas topography.

• Cirrus OCT corneal and epithelial thickness mapping.

• Further testing if indicated (e.g. Pentacam tomography, dilated WASCA aberrometry)

12 Months Post Op:

• Hx

• PERRLA & presence or not of APD

• Ocular motilities

• Confrontational fields testing

• Cover test distance and near

• Monocular and Binocular UCVA at distance and near

• Manifest refraction and CDVA and DCNV

• Mesopic contrast sensitivity

• Slit Lamp examination

• Goldmann tonometry

• Cirrus OCT corneal and epithelial thickness mapping

• Pentacam topography

• Ocular Response Analyzer

• Dilated WASCA aberrometry (If indicated, minimum pupil diameter 6.0 mm)

• DFE using both head-mounted BIO and Superfield/78D

7. Postoperative evaluation
 

Routine postop care should include the following examinations. The patient should be counselled about the current visual status 

and what to expect from now until the next appointment. NB. Day 1 (LASIK) and day 3 (PRK) assessments should all performed by 

the treating surgeon to assess the UDVA, spherical equivalent refraction, and slit-lamp examination, as for routine LASIK/SMILE.

1-3 Week Post Op:

• History (Hx): subjective vision at distance, intermediate and near, fluctuating vision or not, night vision symptoms (haloes, 

glare, starbursts), dryness symptoms and pattern, discomfort, pain, etc., photosensitivity.

• Monocular and binocular UCVA at distance and near (near reading card in N point at 40cm, moderate light).

• Manifest refraction and CDVA and DCNV.

• Slit-lamp examination (description and grading of complications such as SPK, tear function, epithelial ingrowth, haze, 

microfolds, oedema etc.).

• Further testing if indicated (e.g. Atlas topography, Pentacam tomography, Cirrus OCT corneal and epithelial thickness 

mapping, dilated WASCA)
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8. Postoperative visual course

At 1 month, the patient is likely to report some cross-blur given that the refraction will not yet have settled to the target. 

In majority of cases, you will advise the patient that “it will settle” and that “you will adapt.” The different scenarios are 

described in the first table below:

Expected Visual Course: 1 Month Postop

Myopia Hyperopia / Emmetropia

Small Overcorrection

Distance vision Good Less good

Near vision Less good Good

Expectations
Refraction expected to regress to the target. Expect 

near to improve, distance to remain good.
Refraction expected to regress to the target. Expect 

distance to improve, near to remain good.

Management Temporary glasses for near/PC are an option Temporary glasses for distance are an option

Large Overcorrection

Distance vision Reasonable Poor

Near vision Poor Excellent

Expectations

Regression expected to reduce the overcorrection. 
Expect distance and near to improve but will  
probably need an enhancement (not likely to  
discuss at this stage). Amount of regression  

depends on pre op refraction.

Regression expected to reduce the overcorrection  
(more so than myopia). Expect distance vision to  
improve, but near vision may be slightly reduced.  

Will probably need an enhancement (not likely to dis-
cuss at this stage). Amount of regression depends  

on pre op refraction.

Management Offer temporary glasses Offer temporary glasses

On Target (expected final refraction)

Distance vision Good Good

Near vision Good Good

Expectations
Further regression expected, so may notice  
some distance blur over time. Amount of  
regression depends on pre op refraction.

Further regression expected, so may notice  
some reduction in near vision over time. Amount  

of regression depends on pre op refraction.

Management Reassess at 3 months Reassess at 3 months

Undercorrection

Distance vision Poor Good

Near vision Good Poor

Expectations
Further regression expected, so distance  

vision unlikely to improve and may  
become worse.

Further regression expected (more so than  
myopia), so near vision unlikely to improve  

and may become worse.

Management
Can offer interim glasses and mention  

likely enhancement
Can offer interim glasses and mention  

likely enhancement
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Expected Visual Course: 3 Months Postop

Myopia Hyperopia / Emmetropia

Small Overcorrection

Distance vision Good Less good

Near vision Less good Good

Expectations

Some further regression is possible depending  
on pre op refraction, which would improve  

the near vision, but it is likely for this to be the  
final outcome.

Some further regression expected, so may come  
back to the target. Amount of regression depends  

on pre op refraction. Enhancement may not be  
needed if presbyopia progresses.

Management
Offer glasses for near, suggest  

enhancement if desired
Offer glasses for distance, suggest  

enhancement if desired

Large Overcorrection

Distance vision Reasonable Poor

Near vision Poor Excellent

Expectations

Some further regression is possible depending  
on pre op refraction, which would improve  
distance and near vision, but unlikely to be  

enough to come back to the target. Likelihood  
is an enhancement will be required.

Some further regression is expected depending  
on pre op refraction, but unlikely to be enough  
to come back to the target. This would improve  

distance vision, but may slightly reduce near vision.  
Will probably need an enhancement.

Management
Offer glasses for distance and near,  

discuss enhancement
Offer glasses for distance,  

discuss enhancement

On Target (expected final refraction)

Distance vision Good Good

Near vision Good Good

Expectations
Some further regression is possible depending  

on pre op refraction, so may notice some  
distance blur over time.

Some further regression is expected depending  
on pre op refraction, so may notice reduction  

in near vision over time.

Management Nothing required Nothing required

Undercorrection

Distance vision Poor Good

Near vision Good Poor

Expectations

Some further regression is possible depending  
on pre op refraction, so distance vision unlikely  

to improve and may become worse. Will probably  
need an enhancement.

Further regression is expected depending on  
pre op refraction, so near vision unlikely to  

improve and may become worse. Will probably  
need an enhancement.

Management
Offer glasses, discuss enhancement  

(consider early enh)
Offer glasses, discuss enhancement  

(consider early enh)

At 3 months, this will be an indication of the final result as further regression might only be expected for higher corrections 

and hyperopic patients. Therefore, if a patient is reporting cross-blur, the discussion can be more specific about how 

this can be managed. The second table below sets out the different scenarios for myopic and hyperopic (or emmetropic) 

patients of what to expect.
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(assuming -1.50 D target anisometropia)

Distance Eye Near Eye Management

0.00 (on target) -1.50 (on target) Expected acuity Distance good; near good; intermediate good

Expected x-blur
No cross blur expected as anisometropia is as intended, although  
can still report min cross blur, especially if emmetropic

Discussion &  
management

If patient reports cross blur, they should be counselled that they are 
still adapting to LBV, the process of adaptation can take up to 6 
months, sometimes even longer. The patient will hopefully find 
it easier to adapt now that the healing process is complete, the 
refraction has stabilised and will be using lubricants less frequently. 
Adaptation should be faster when less time is spent thinking about 
the eyes and vision.
Double check the manifest refraction in case this is the cause  
for the cross-blur
Perform tolerance test to titrate the ‘add’ down to find the  
comfortable level
Show the reading chart to demonstrate the change in near vision
Most patients are unlikely to want to lose any near vision, so  
commonly just recommend further time for adaptation
If cross blur is persistent, can also consider a reversal test to 
see whether cross blur is relieved by switching the distance and 
near eyes

0.00 (on target) -1.25 or less Expected acuity Distance good; near less than expected (or poor); intermediate good

Expected x-blur No cross blur expected as anisometropia less than expected

Discussion &  
management

Advise the patient to read with good light, or can use readers if 
necessary (+1.00 DS is usually sufficient).
Perform tolerance test using full near ‘add’ to check if this brings  
a significant benefit
Can consider an enhancement if patient desires
Counsel patient about adaptation after enhancement and likely 
increased cross blur

0.00 (on target) -1.75 or higher Expected acuity Distance good; near excellent; possible gap at intermediate

Expected x-blur Likely cross blur at distance due to large anisometropia

Discussion &  
management

Ongoing adaptation can take longer than expected due to larger 
than intended anisometropia. But if tolerated well then there is no 
need for an enhancement, and this can be a benefit in the long 
term.
• Demonstrate the original target refraction in the near eye with  

a trial lens to check that the cross blur is eliminated with this  
(can simply hold the lens up to the eye without a frame)

• If cross blur not resolved with trial lens, perform tolerance test  
to titrate the ‘add’ to find the comfortable level

• Can offer enhancement for the near eye if patient desires
• Can offer intermediate glasses if patient is having difficulty

9. Cross-blur management at final outcome
For 3 months and later, if the refraction is considered the final result, then assessment of the cause of any reported cross-

blur can be carried out. The third table below sets out the assessment for the 9 different permutations of on target / 

overcorrection / undercorrection for the distance and near eyes (assuming a -1.50 D target in the near eye).
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Distance Eye Near Eye Management

-0.50 or higher -1.50 (on target) Expected acuity Distance poor; near good; intermediate good

Expected x-blur No cross blur expected as anisometropia less than expected

Discussion &  
management

• Demonstrate the distance correction with a trial lens looking in 
the distance and also check impact on near vision, usually slight

• Can prescribe glasses or contact lenses for distance vision
• Discuss possible enhancement for the distance eye
• Or if the vision is manageable and there is only a need for driving 

glasses it may be best to leave the myopia in the distance eye 
with the expectation of a mild hyperopic shift in the longer term 
(presbyopia progression)

-0.50 or higher -1.25 or less Expected acuity Distance poor; near less than expected; intermediate good

Expected x-blur No cross blur expected as anisometropia less than expected

Discussion &  
management

Distance eye likely to need an enhancement, near eye may also  
need enhancement.
• Demonstrate improvement in distance vision with a trial lens  

with near eye uncorrected
• Perform tolerance test to evaluate potential improvement in  

near vision with full ‘add’
• Can prescribe glasses or contact lenses
• Discuss possible enhancement
• Counsel patient about adaptation after enhancement and  

likely increased cross blur

-0.50 or higher -1.75 or higher Expected acuity Distance poor; near excellent; intermediate good

Expected x-blur
No cross blur expected as anisometropia less than expected  
(unless gap is larger)

Discussion &  
management

• Demonstrate improvement in distance vision with a trial lens  
with near eye uncorrected

• Perform tolerance test with near eye uncorrected to evaluate 
whether the patient can tolerate increased anisometropia if no 
enhancement in the near eye

• Perform tolerance test with near eye corrected to the original 
target to assess improvement in cross blur if reported with previ-
ous test

• Can prescribe glasses or contact lenses for distance vision
• Discuss possible enhancement for the distance (and near) eye(s)
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Distance Eye Near Eye Management

+0.50 or higher -1.50 (on target) Expected acuity Distance good; near good; intermediate good

Expected x-blur Likely cross blur at near and intermediate

Discussion &  
management

• Push plus as much as possible in the distance eye
• Perform tolerance test with near eye uncorrected to demonstrate 

resolution of cross blur by correcting the distance eye
• Discuss likely enhancement for the distance eye to resolve cross 

blur
• Increasing the myopia in the near eye is unlikely to improve near 

vision
• Can prescribe glasses for more comfortable vision at near and 

intermediate

+0.50 or higher -1.75 or higher Expected acuity Distance good; near good; possible gap at intermediate

Expected x-blur Likely cross blur at distance

Discussion &  
management

• Push plus as much as possible in the distance eye
• Perform tolerance test with near eye uncorrected to demonstrate 

resolution of cross blur by correcting the distance eye, and to 
evaluate whether the patient can tolerate increased anisometropia 
if no enhancement in the near eye

• Perform tolerance test with near eye corrected to the original 
target to assess improvement in cross blur if reported with previ-
ous test

• Can prescribe glasses for more comfortable vision at distance and 
intermediate

• Discuss likely enhancement for the distance (and near) eye

+0.50 or higher -1.25 or less Expected acuity Distance good; near less than expected; intermediate good

Expected x-blur
Cross blur unlikely as anisometropia same as intended (or possibly 
greater)

Discussion &  
management

An enhancement will probably be needed for the near eye to im-
prove near vision, but also probably for the distance eye to maintain 
acceptable anisometropia
• Perform tolerance test to evaluate potential improvement in  

near vision with full ‘add’ (may consider leaving small hyperopic 
refraction in the distance eye)

• Can prescribe glasses for near vision
• Discuss possible enhancement
• Counsel patient about adaptation after enhancement and likely 

increased cross blur
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Further Points to Note

• If there is astigmatism in either eye, it can aid near vision so requires careful management. For example, if it’s not causing too 

much distortion, it can remain and should not cause additional cross blur. Oblique astigmatism would usually not be beneficial.

• If there is residual astigmatism it is always best to use the trial frame instead of holding loose lenses to ensure the axis is 

correctly aligned.

• For ‘borderline’ cases especially if you are reducing the near vision to give less cross blur (i.e. near target less than -1.50 D) 

a contact lens trial is a good exercise. Fit contact lenses to simulate the intended target and send the patient away for a 

few hours to see if they can deal with the proposed change.

• Be aware that difficulty with near and intermediate is commonly due to a small hyperopic refraction in the distance eye, 

and that increasing myopia in the near eye will not help.

• When conducting a tolerance test, always allow the patient to compare with and without the simulation for direct 

comparison to their current vision.

• Check the uncorrected distance vision in the near eye looking for an indication that residual spherical aberration may be a 

problem for blending – i.e. if the distance vision of the near eye is poor (20/100 or worse), this indicates insufficient depth 

of field.

• Record all trials and investigations in the patient’s medical record.

• Patients often perceive that the adaptation period ends abruptly with many relating stories that they woke up one day and 

it was fine.
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10. Appendix A – Preoperative tolerance test examples

Example: Titrate to -0.75 D

42 year old, low myopia (-3.00 D)

Tolerance Examples: Tolerant

54 year old, high myopia (-8.00 D)

3. Good binocular distance 
and near vision

2. -1.50 D add in  
non-dominant eye

1. Min 
cross-blur

8. So non-dominant 
eye prefered

5. But mild 
cross-blur

6. Test repeated with 
anisomeropia reversed

7. Binocular vision 
still good

4. Monocular near 
vision also recorded

4. No preference for 
reversed anisometropia

 Tolerated -1.50 D    Preferred non-dominant eye    Sufficient near vision achieved

 Tolerated -0.75 D    Preferred non-dominant eye    Sufficient near vision achieved

3. Sufficient near vision 
achieved, as 42 year old

2. Min cross-blur 
achieved with -0.75 D

1. Mild cross-blur 
with -1.50 D
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Example: Cross-blur at -0.75 D

41 year old, moderate myopia (-4.00 D)

Tolerance Examples: Titrate to -0.75 D

55 year old, low hyperopia (+1.50 D)

Consultant Ophthalmologist

1. Moderate cross-
blur with -1.50 D

2. Min cross-
blur with -0.75 D

3. Binocular near vision 
only N6, as 55 year old

4. Min cross-blur achieved 
with -0.50 D “mini-blend”

3. Still trace cross-
blur with -0.75 D

5. Sufficient near 
vision, as 41 yrs

 Tolerated -0.75 D    Preferred non-dominant eye    Reduced  UNVA discussed

 Tolerated -0.75 D    Preferred non-dominant eye    Sufficient near vision achieved

2. Moderate cross-blur 
with -1.50 D reversed

1. Mild cross-
blur with -1.50 D
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Example: Cross-blur at -0.50 D

55 year old, low hyperopia (+1.00 D)

Psychiatrist / artist

4. Still trace cross-
blur with -0.50 D

3. Still trace cross-
blur with -0.75 D

5. And only N10 
achieved at near

 Tolerated -1.50 D    Preferred non-dominant eye    Sufficient near vision achieved

2. Mild cross-blur 
with -1.50 D reversed

1. Mild cross-
blur with -1.50 D

Patient motivation:
• Struggle with intermediate vision
• Irritation not beeing able to view tasks 1 to 4 metres  

art galleries etc.

Surgeon Consultation:
• Standard patter + custom items.
• Answered all questions.
• Mini blend because intermediate would not be great for art gazing – 4-6 ft. 

Absolutely does not mind readers.
• Discussed enh to plano if absolutely necessary and up titration with age if 

tolerated more anisometropia.
• Long discussion re: No presbyopia solution is perfect and 80% patients 

notice the anisometropia none of the time (and therefore it`s ‘almost’ 
perfect for them). The rest use glasses on occasions when want to have 
binocular vision (distance or near).

• Compromise LBV < compromise of needing reading glasses most of the 
time (uses them all the time at work)

• LBV instantly reversible without visual quality compromise by spectacles – 
e.g. for driving at night.
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Example: Needs More Near

71 year old, low hyperope

2. And still no 
cross-blur

3. Distance 
vision still 20/20

4. Near vision improves 
to N4 with -1.75 D ‘add’

 Tolerated -1.75 D    Preferred non-dominant eye    Sufficient near vision achieved

1. Near vision only N5 with 
-1.50 D ‘add’ (71 year old)

Tolerance Examples: No Clear Dominance

51 year old, low myope (-1.50 D)

1. Mild cross-blur with 
‘add’ in front of OS 

5. So -1.50 D 
‘add’ preferred

2. Min cross-blur with 
‘add’ in front of OD

4. -1.75 D ‘add’ improved near 
to N4, but Mild cross-blur

3. But only N5 
achieved at near
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Tolerance Examples: Reduced VA in Dominant Eye

52 year old, high myope (-11.00 D)

• Rare case!   • Vital to check all simulations   • Careful counselling is needed as the patient may require glasses for some tasks

2. Reduced VA 
in dominant eye

1. Clear 
dominance OD

3. Trace cross-blur in 
non-dominant eye

4. Min cross-blur  
in dominant eye
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11. Appendix B – Postoperative Cross-blur Examples

1. Mild MGD and bleph and rel tear function – explains change in quality 
of vision after a blink – restart the lid routine: baby shampoo 2.Normal 
NPC, AOA for age (presbyopic), excellent fusional reserves, no strab, no 
heterophoria, normal motility. Convergence exercises have improved NPC 
and AOA. 3. Better vision than last visit. Rx on target. 4. No need for enh as 
on target. it is expected that he will need readers for NV crit. 5 No x blur.
Happy Px.

• Vision generally good for distance. Near vision ok, tends to use specs only 
at night. Squints a bit to focus on phone.

• Can get mild diplopia, noticed when going to the bathroom, only at 
intermediate distance, can control it at times.

• Drove a lot during the summer, driving vision v good.

1. Titrate to Find Comfortable Level

58 year old, low myopia (-2.00 D)

Enhancement OU to correct the astigmatism

Patient Complaints:
• Doesn’t think about it as much but hasn’t adapted to it completely:  

still noticing the other eye expec when reading.
• Doesn’t know how to proceed: wants some advice.
• Still believes he wouldn’t have had Sx had he known what it would be like.

With -0.50 OD and +0.50 OS CL trial:
OU = 20/20+1 and N5-
OD: 20/40-1 N4
OS: 20/20+ N6
30 minutes – cross-blur pretty much gone.
notices slight blurring at distance, and notices less near.

Discussed:

Options:
1. Reduce myopia OD and correct hyperopia OS
2. Reduce myopia OD and induce myopia OS (-0.50 or -0.25)
3. Reverse reading eye??
4. Reverse reading eye *and* reducing myopia in reading eye
5. Reverse reading eye and induce slight myopia in distance eye 
 (-0.50 or -0.25) and titrate myopia of reading eye
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Enhancement in the near eye to reduce the anisometropia, but 

eventually wanted complete reversal to binocular distance vision

“ Feels like there’s a conflict between eyes,  

more if tired but constant. worse at night.  

eyes are abnormal.”

Titrate to Find Comfortable Level

57 year old, low hyperopia (+1.50 D)

“Distance vision feels as if the eyes are  

not supporting each other. Left eye feels  

tired all the time.”
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3. Check If Better Reversed – Very Rare!

Only 2 or 3 cases in 14 years

 Patient Complaints:
• Feels close work has got worse since last visit.
• DV not as good also last visit.
• Comfort all good. No dryness.
• Finds vision cross blur is effected for near and inter 

… finds on occasion for TV shuts right eye.

 Patient Complaints:
• No symptoms
• Feels vision is ok overall
• Near vision is not as good.
• And night vision not as good as would like.

• Subjective improvement noted by correcting Cylinder OS, in BV 
dominance test shows preference of OD for DV today.

• BV trial finds OD DV more comfortable.
• At consent reconfirm dominance before final treatment plan.
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Distance Eye: On Target / Near Eye: Too Myopic

Distance Eye: On Target / Near Eye: Not Myopic Enough

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: they are getting worse. Is worried she might be getting 
cataracts. Pleased she had it done however disappointed she 
is reaching for glasses so much. Wishes she had perfect vision. 
Worried that wearing glasses.
Distance: good, intermediate: good, Near: getting worse; reads 
small print with glasses

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: definitely better than it was. Now glad she did the enh. 
Distance: good, Intermediate: good, Near: not reaching for the 
glasses!

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Comfort is dry in the morning. All is blurred all the time, worse is 
driving. Feels when running and cross country that can not see 
depth, has had some falls. Near vision is good, but feels having 
to hold things closer and closer.
Vision – Distance: Not as good as would like. “Just feels not right”. 
Intermediate: Ok but too close. Near: not perfect can manage

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: Overall good. Occasional can wake and vision is be 
blurred. Can last few minutes or rarely a few hours. - Rare -
Distance: Good. Intermediate: Good. Near: Good.
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Distance Eye: Myopic / Near Eye: Not Myopic Enough

Distance Eye: Myopic / Near Eye: On Target

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: thinks the DV has detriorated. Uses the glasses for 
cinema and theatre.

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Distance: good, improving. 
Intermediate: good.
Near: good, cannot read small things on maps.

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: Near vision may have deteriorated slightly.Using specs 
more. Distance not as clear in low light.

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: Generally good. Occasional difficulty with refocussing to 
distance after prolonged reading.
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Distance Eye: Hyperopic / Near Eye: On Target

Distance Eye: Too Myopic / Near Eye: Too Myopic

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: 
Feels Vision has changed.
Wearing glasses (which simulate BV targeted outcome) full time.
Reading vision a chore.
VDU doesn’t feel as sharp.

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: Generally good. SI awareness left eye still. Worse in low 
light. Distance: good. Intermediate: good. Near: good.

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Just the same. Nowhere near as good as he wanted it to be. 
Up close has to close the OS. Other way at distance. Int neither 
matches up really.

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: good for most distances. Esp dist and near. 
Distance: 
Intermediate: normal WD but this is the most difficult.
Near:
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Distance Eye: Hyperopic / Near Eye: Too Myopic 

 Patient Subjective Comments:
DV seems a little blurred as last time, no real change. The SVD 
helps alot. Int good. NV good, possibly not as when initially 
treated but stable last few month. NV good overall.

 Patient Subjective Comments:
V Happy. Settled well now. Occasionally when pulls to a junction, 
when traffic coming from right, finds she sometime shuts the OS 
to help focus. Only occasionally and not a concern.
Vision – DV: good still occasional flucutations in low light, low 
contrast. Not a concern. Int/PC: good. NV: wonderful.
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Distance Eye: Hyperopic / Near Eye: Not Myopic Enough

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: Near vision is deteriorating, having to use readers a few 
times a day, mainly when tired. Finds it hard to read with bright 
light. Distance vision is good. Intermediate vision is ok. Occ uses 
glasses for reading very small print.

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: Good
Distance: Good
Intermediate: Good
Near: Good
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Remaining Astigmatism

• Patients often tolerate some astigmatism, so can often be left untreated. However, oblique astigmatism can be a problem

 History:
Overall happy however still struggling with VDU 1 to 2 metres.
Was using glasses 6 hours a day. Now using VDU glasses occasi-
onally as mainly working on laptop so not required. Distance 
vision is a little blurred however tolerable. Using SVD for 
presentations and night driving. With glasses NVD disappear.

 Patient Subjective Comments:
Vision: Distance and intermediate slightly blurred.
Near good. Has noticed improvement in 1.5 – 2 mm away.

1. Response to simulated corrected refraction
Distance vision is a little blurred however tolerable as is. Oblique 
cyl and light x blur are the origin of this.
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“Mini-blend” Patient 1 – Postop Outcome – 9 Months

55 year old, low hyperopia (+1.50 D)

Consultant Ophthalmologist

1. Binocular 
near vision: N4

2. 20/25 in near eye
(depth of field)

3. With -1.13 D 
‘add’

Patient Complaints:
Dry eye: none
NDV: still some
Has to wear glasses for driving still.

Tolerance Examples: Titrate to -0.75 D

55 year old, low hyperopia (+1.50 D)

Consultant Ophthalmologist

1. Moderate cross-
blur with -1.50 D

2. Min cross-
blur with -0.75 D

3. Binocular near vision 
only N6, as 55 year old

 Tolerated -0.75 D    Preferred non-dominant eye    Reduced  UNVA discussed
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“Mini-blend” Patient – Postop Outcome – 12 Months

55 year old, low hyperopia (+1.00 D)

“Vision very clear 1 to 6 feet, galleries are 

perfect which was motivation for surgery”

1. Excellent final outcome, 
near slightly down as expected

2. Atypical myopic shift 
between 1–3 months

3. Settled to -0.75 D at 
12 months, no cross-blur

Example: Cross-blur at -0.50 D

55 year old, low hyperopia (+1.00 D)

Psychiatrist / artist

4. Still trace cross-
blur with -0.50 D

3. Still trace cross-
blur with -0.75 D

5. And only N10 
achieved at near

2. Mild cross-blur 
with -1.50 D reversed

1. Mild cross-
blur with -1.50 D
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